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Abstract

In TRECVID 2009 search task, we have developed a
method which defines any interesting topic from examples
provided by a user, especially, positive and negative exam-
ples. Specifically, considering a large variation of features
in a topic, we use “rough set theory” which defines the topic
as a union of subsets. In each subset, some positive exam-
ples can be correctly distinguished from all negative exam-
ples. Based on such subsets, we can collectively retrieve
shots which show the same topic but contain significantly
different features.

For our method, it is crucial what kind of examples are
used. To examine the influence of examples on the retrieval
performance, we submitted the following three runs:
1. M A N cs24kobe11: In this run, a user manually se-
lects positive and negative examples for each topic.
2. M A N cs24kobe22: It is difficult for the user to se-
lect effective negative examples for defining a topic, sincea
huge number of shots can be negative examples. So, in this
run, we use “partially supervised learning” which defines
the topic only from positive examples, by selecting nega-
tive examples from unlabeled examples (i.e. shots except
for positive examples).
3. I A N cs24kobeS3: In this supplemental run, from the
result of MA N cs24kobe11, the user selects additional
positive and negative examples. Note that due to the slow
search speed, this run violates the maximum time limit.

From evaluation results, we find that our non-interactive
methods MA N cs24kobe11 and MA N cs24kobe22
can achieve comparable performances to medians of inter-
active runs. Also, IA N cs24kobeS3 indicates that the
performance of our method can be significantly improved
by using a large number of examples.

1. Introduction

This year we have participated in TRECVID 2009 search
task, and submitted three runs which include two manually-
assisted runs and one interactive run. In this paper, we
present our topic retrieval method and examine its perfor-
mance based on evaluation results of the above three runs.

Since users are interested in a great variety of topics,
it is impossible to prepare models for retrieving all topics
[13, 3]. Also, it is impossible to pre-define concepts which
are need for representing all topics [11, 15]. In this paper,
we introduce a method which defines a topic from exam-
ples provided by a user. Thus, our method can retrieve any
topic as long as the user can provide examples. Particularly,
in order to find differences between relevant shots and ir-
relevant shots to a topic, we use both “positive examples”
where the topic is shown and “negative examples” where it
is not shown.

In videos, the same topic can be taken by different cam-
era techniques and in different situations. So, shots of the
topic contain significantly different features. Regarding
this, we use “rough set theory” which defines the topic as
a union of subsets, where some positive examples can be
correctly discriminated from all negative examples. Based
on such subsets, we can collectively retrieve shots which
show the same topic but contain significantly different fea-
tures. Thus, our main objective in TRECVID 2009 is to
examine the effectiveness of rough set theory for covering a
large variation of features in the same topic.

The performance of our method depends on positive and
negative examples. Note that a set of negative examples
is just the complement of a set of positive examples. So,
for a topic, a huge number of shots can be negative ex-
amples. But, from these shots, it is difficult for a user to
select negative examples effective for defining the topic.



Hence, we use “partially supervised learning” which defines
a topic only from positive examples, by selecting negative
examples from unlabeled examples, that is, shots except for
positive examples. So, our another important objective in
TRECVID 2009 is to examine the effectiveness of negative
examples selected by partially supervised learning.

2. Features

In our topic retrieval method, we extract the following
five types of features from each shot:
Color distribution: This feature is used to characterize the
color of an object in a certain region. For example, in a
shot where the sky is shown, many blue-colored pixels are
extracted from the upper part. Also, in a shot where a person
talks to the camera, many skin-colored pixels are extracted
from the central part. Based on the above observation, we
partition the keyframe of each shot into30 regions as shown
in Fig. 1. And, from each region, we extract a36-bins color
histogram introduced by Zhang et al. [10].
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Figure 1. Partition of a keyframe into 30 re-
gions.

Edge distribution: This feature is used to characterize the
texture of an object in a certain region. For example, in a
shot where a grass is shown, many edges with arbitrary di-
rections are extracted from the bottom part. In addition, in
a shot where a city street is shown, corresponding to build-
ings, many edges with horizontal and vertical directions are
extracted from the right and left sides. So, from each re-
gion in Fig. 1, we extract a5-bins histogram where one
bin represents the frequency of a certain direction of edges,
that is, vertical, horizontal,45-degree diagonal,135-degree
diagonal or non-directional edges [12].
Visual word distribution: This feature is used to charac-
terize patches (local shapes) of an object in a certain region.
For example, in a shot where a car is mainly shown, vi-
sual words corresponding to the front window, headlight,
number plate etc., are extracted from the central part. So,

from each region in Fig. 1, we extract a visual word dis-
tribution as a500-bins histogram where one bin represents
the frequency of a visual word. In order to construct a set
of visual words, we firstly extract SIFT descriptors which
represent local gradient orientations around keypoints, ob-
tained by Harris-Laplace keypoint detector [5]. Then, we
group SIFT descriptors into500 clusters by using k-means
clustering. As a result, each cluster corresponds to a visual
word.

Number of faces: This feature is used to characterize the
number of faces with a certain size. For example, in a shot
where a person talks to the camera, one face is shown in a
large region. Also, in a shot where three persons talk to each
other, three faces are shown in small regions. To extract
such face features, we firstly detect faces in the keyframe
by using Viola’s face detection method [14]. Then, by using
thresholds, we classify each detected face into large-size,
middle-size or small-size. And, for each size, we count the
number of faces.

Moving regions: This feature is used characterize object
movements and camera works in a shot. For example, in
a shot where a person walks to the left, visual words ex-
tracted from this person move to the left. Also, when the
camera moves to the right, visual words extracted from the
background moves to the reverse direction, that is, left. To
extract such moving regions, we compute the movement
of each visual word based on [6]. Specifically, for a vi-
sual word in the keyframe, we find the same visual word
in the frame after five frames. Then, by using hierarchical
clustering, we group visual words which move to similar
directions at spatially close positions into one moving re-
gion. Here, we represent each moving region as a vector
(x position, y position, size, horizontal movement,

vertical movement). After that, we represent a set of ex-
tracted moving regions as one feature.

Finally, by gathering all of the above features, we repre-
sent a shot by using the total94 features, as shown in Fig. 2.
The first row represents the index of each feature. So, fea-
tures from1st to90th are color, edge and visual word distri-
butions. Here, each of these features is denoted not only by
its index, but also by the notation which consists of a cap-
ital letter representing the feature name and a hyphenated
digit representing the region. For example, the visual word
distribution in1-st region is denoted as61st feature orV-1.
Also, features from91th to93th are numbers of faces. Each
of them is represented not only by its index, but also by the
notation which consists of a capital letter representing the
feature name and a hyphenated capital letter representing
the size. For example, the number of middle-size faces is
denoted as92nd feature orF-M. Finally, the94th feature
represents a set of moving regions, and is denoted byMR.
Based on the above94-dimensional shot representation, we
present our topic retrieval method.
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Figure 2. Our 94-dimensional shot representation.

3. Topic Retrieval based on Rough Set Theory

In this section, we firstly explain the motivation of using
rough set theory to cover a large variation of features in the
same topic. Then, we present our topic retrieval method
based on rough set theory.

3.1. Motivation

Depending on various factors such as camera techniques,
object movements, locations and so on, shots of the same
topic contain significantly different features. Fig. 3 shows
three shots of the topic “a car moves in the town”. Here,
from shot 1which takes a moving car in a tight shot, a large
moving region is extracted. On the other hand, fromshot
2 andshot 3which take moving cars in long shots, middle-
size moving regions are extracted. Also, sinceshot 2takes a
car moving in a suburban area, few edges are extracted from
the upper part where the sky is shown. On the other hand,
sinceshot 3takes a car moving in an urban area, many ver-
tical edges are extracted from the upper and middle parts
where buildings are shown. Based on the above observa-
tion, we can assume that shots of the same topic are dis-
tributed in different subsets (subspaces) in a feature space.

shot 1 shot 2 shot 3

  Large moving region
  Many vertical edges in the 
upper part
  Many brown-colored pixels
in the bottom part

  Middle-size moving region
  Many vertical edeges in the
upper & middle parts
  Many gray-colored pixels in 
the bottom part
  Many white-colored pixels in 
the middle part

  Middle-size moving region
  Few edges in the upper & 
bottom parts
  Many blue-colored pixels in
the upper part
  Many gray-colored pixels in
the middle & bottom parts

Figure 3. Example of shots which show the
same topic but contain different features.

To find the above subsets, we use “rough set theory”
which is a set-theoretic classification method based on in-

discernibility relations among examples [9]. In our case,
rough set theory examines whether positive examples can
be discriminated from negative examples with respect to
available features. Thereby, we can extract classification
rules called “decision rules”. Each of them characterizes a
subset of positive examples which can be correctly discrim-
inated from all negative examples. For example, in Fig. 3, a
subset including shots taken in suburban areas likeshot 2is
characterized by the decision rule consisting of many blue-
colored pixels in the upper part, many gray-colored pixels
in the bottom part and a middle-size moving region. There-
fore, by unifying such subsets, we can cover the whole set
of positive examples for the topic.

However, a traditional rough set theory can deal only
with categorical data [9]. On the other hand, as shown in
Fig. 1, we extract different formats of features from each
shot, such as histogram, integer number and a set of vec-
tors. Note that crucial errors inevitably occur by discretiz-
ing a feature into a small number of categorical values. That
is, the same categorical value is frequently assigned to se-
mantically different shots. Thus, by using the idea of the re-
cently proposed rough set theory for continuous data [16],
we propose a rough set theory which can deal with vari-
ous formats of features. Specifically, we define the indis-
cernibility relation between positive and negative examples
based on their similarity for each feature.

3.2. Method

Given positive and negative examples, we aim to extract
decision rules, each of which discriminates a subset of pos-
itive examples from all negative examples. Letpi andnj be
i-th positive example(1 ≤ i ≤ M) andj-th negative exam-
ple (1 ≤ j ≤ N), respectively. And,pk

i andnk
j represent

pi’s andnj ’s k-th feature(1 ≤ k ≤ 94), respectively. By
using the above notations, we explain rough set theory.

First, we represent positive and negative examples in the
form of table called “decision table”, as shown in Fig. 4
(a). In Fig. 4 (a), two positive examplesp1 andp2 and two
negative examplesn1 andn2 are given for the topic “a car
moves in the town”. Each row represents an example. The
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Figure 4. Example of a decision table and decision rules for t he topic “a car moves in the town”.

rightmost column indicates whether an example is positive
(“P ”) or negative (“N ”), while the other columns indicate
features. Like this, the decision table provides availablein-
formation for discriminating between positive and negative
examples.

Then, for each pair ofpi andnj , we collect “discrimi-
native features” for whichpi andnj are dissimilar to each
other. In other words,pi can be discriminated fromnj by
using discriminative features. For example, by comparing
p1 to n1 in Fig. 4 (a), we can find the color distribution in
17th region in Fig. 1 as a discriminative feature. It is be-
cause the sky is shown in17th region inp1, which is char-
acterized by many blue-colored pixels. On the other hand,
trees are shown in17th region inn1, which is characterized
by many green-colored pixels. Thus, by using the color dis-
tribution in 17th region, we can discriminate betweenp1

andn1.
To extract such discriminative features, we calculate the

similarity sim(pk
i , nk

j ) betweenpi andnj for k-th feature
by using the following similarity measures; for color, edge
and visual word distributions, we use histogram intersec-
tion. For numbers of faces, ifpi andnj contain the same
number of faces, we regard their similarity as1, otherwise
0. For moving regions, we define the similarity betweenpi

andnj as the similarity between the pair of the most similar
moving regions. Here, we compare moving regions inpi

andnj by using euclid distance.
Fig. 4 (a) illustrates the process of extracting discrimi-

native features betweenp1 andn1. Thereby, we can collect
the following set of discriminative featuresfi,j betweenpi

andnj :
fi,j = {k | sim(pk

i , nk
j ) < βk}, (1)

whereβk is a pre-defined threshold fork-th feature. fi,j

means that when at least one feature infi,j is used,pi can
be discriminated fromnj.

Next, we extract sets of features which are needed to dis-
criminatepi from all negative examples. To do this, we
need to simultaneously use at least one feature infi,j for
all negative examples. That is, we compute the following
conjunction of∨fi,j :

dfi = ∧{∨fi,j | 1 ≤ j ≤ N} (2)

Suppose that the set of discriminative features betweenp1

andn1 is f1,1 = {C-17, C-20, E-17, F-M} and the one be-
tweenp1 andn2 is f1,2 = {C-20, E-17, E-20}. Then, we
computedf1 = (C-17∨ C-20∨ E-17∨ F-M) ∧ (C-20∨
E-17∨ E-20). df1 can be simplified intodf∗

1
= (C-20) ∨

(E-17) ∨ (C-17∧ E-20) ∨ (E-20∧ F-M). This simplifica-
tion is achieved by using the distributive lawA∧(B∨C) =
(A∧B)∨(A∧C) and the absorption lawA∨(A∧B) = A.
As a result, we can know thatp1 can be discriminated from
all negative examplesn1 andn2, by using the singleton of
C-20, the singleton ofE-17, the set ofC-17andE-20or the
set ofE-20 andF-M. Each of these represents a “reduct”
which is a minimal set of features needed to discriminatep1

from all negative examples

From each reduct, we construct a decision rule in the
form of IF-THEN rule. For example, from the above four
reducts, we can construct decision rules shown in Fig. 4 (b).
Here, the conditional part of each decision rule is obtained
by describing a reduct withp1’s features and similarities.
Such a decision rule indicates a subset wherep1 can be cor-
rectly identified. Then, we gather decision rules extracted
for all positive examples, and merge similar decision rules
into one rule. As a result, we can extract decision rules
which characterize subsets where multiple positive exam-
ples can be correctly identified. Finally, we retrieve shots
which match with a larger number of decision rules than a
pre-defined threshold.



4. Partially Supervised Learning for Negative
Example Selection

In this section, we firstly explain the motivation of using
partially supervised learning to select negative examples.
Also, we describe the necessity of distinguishing relevant
and irrelevant dimensions to appropriately calculate simi-
larities among examples. Then, we present our partially su-
pervised learning method.

4.1. Motivation

For the topic “a car moves in the town”, Fig. 5 shows
one positive examplep1 and two negative examplesn1 and
n2. In general, classifiers including decision rules in rough
set theory are constructed, by comparing positive examples
to negative examples and finding features which are con-
tained only in positive examples. So, ifp1 is compared to
n1, a resulting classifier tends to retrieve shots which con-
tain many red-colored pixels. But, this classifier is clearly
meaningless because red-colored pixels are unimportant for
the topic. On the other hand, ifp1 is compared ton2,
red-colored pixels are regarded as unimportant and visual
words corresponding to the front widow and headlight are
regarded as important. Thus, we can say that compared to
n1, n2 is more effective for defining the topic.

Red-colored pixels
are important!

Visual words for the front
window and headlight are
important!

Not-effective

Effective

p
1 n1

n2

Figure 5. Example of effective and not-
effective negative examples.

However, since a huge number of shots can be negative
examples, it is difficult for a user to select the above kind of
effective negative examples. Thus, we use “partially super-
vised learning” which builds a classifier only from positive
examples, by selecting negative examples from unlabeled
examples [7, 8, 1]. This technique is frequently used in
Web document classification. Specifically, when construct-
ing a classifier for identifying documents of a certain topic,
we can easily select several positive examples, but cannot
select effective negative examples from a huge number of
documents on the Web. So, partially supervised learning

is used to select effective negative examples by regarding
documents on the Web as unlabeled examples. Inspired by
this, we incorporate partially supervised learning into topic
retrieval by regarding shots except for positive examples as
unlabeled examples.

In our topic retrieval, we assume that for a topic, a user
can provide only a small number of positive examples (at
most20). Considering this, most of existing partially su-
pervised learning are not suitable for our topic retrieval,be-
cause they are based on the statistical distribution of positive
examples. For example, methods in [8] and [1] use SVM
and Naive Bayse to estimate the distribution of positive ex-
amples, respectively. But, such methods work well only
when a sufficient number of positive examples are available
for estimating the true distribution. On the other hand, the
method in [7] selects negative examples based on similar-
ities between positive and unlabeled examples. And, it is
validated as effective when only a small number of positive
examples are available. Thus, we use the method in [7] in
our topic retrieval.

Note that since we represent examples by using various
features, due to many irrelevant features, we cannot ap-
propriately calculate similarities between positive and unla-
beled examples (i.e. “curse of dimensionality”) [2]. Hence,
we have to distinguish relevant and irrelevant features. With
respect to this, unlabeled examples show various topics and
are characterized by different features. Thus, we detect fea-
tures specific to each unlabeled example. To this end, we
use “subspace clustering” which finds clusters of unlabeled
examples in different subspaces of the high-dimensional
feature space [2]. That is, each cluster is associated with
a different set of features. For example, a cluster of unla-
beled examples where the sky is shown is characterized by
color and edge features in the upper part. Also, a cluster
of unlabeled examples where an object moves on the road
is characterized by the middle-size moving region and the
color in the bottom part. Like this, for each unlabeled ex-
ample, we detect specific features by finding the cluster in-
cluding it. And, only by using these features, we calculate
similarities of the unlabeled example to positive examples.

4.2. Method

Given positive examples for a topic, we collect negative
examples based on two steps shown in Table 1. In the first
step, we select “reliable negative examples” as unlabeled
examples which are unlikely to be positive. That is, reli-
able negative examples are completely dissimilar to posi-
tive examples. For example, for the topic “a car moves in
the town”, reliable negative examples should include shots
where the mountain is shown, shots where the beach is
shown, and so on. But, as can be seen fromn1 in Fig. 5,
reliable negative examples are not effective for defining the



Table 1. Overview of our partially supervised
learning method.

Input: P (set of p-examples),U (set of u-examples),
Output: N (set of n-examples)
/* Reliable negative example selection */
1. Detect a set of positive featuresPF

2. Extract a set of rn-examplesRN based onPF

/* Additional negative example selection */
3. N = RN

4. while truedo
5. ClusterN into k clusters using PROCLUS
6. Extract a set of an-examplesAN based on

P andk clusters ofN
7. If |AN | == 0, then break
8. N = N ∪ AN

9. end while
10. returnN

topic. So, in the second step, starting with reliable negative
examples, we iteratively select “additional negative exam-
ples” as unlabeled examples which are more similar to pos-
itive examples than previously selected negative examples.
For the above topic, additional negative examples should
include shots where a person walks in the mountain, shots
where the town is taken from the air, and so on. In this way,
we aim to select effective negative examples as unlabeled
examples which are as similar to positive examples as pos-
sible.

The two-step framework in Table 1 is based on the
method proposed in [7]. But, we extend it for the follow-
ing two points. First, although the method in [7] targets text
data where each feature is a word frequency, we extend it to
deal with our shot representation where features are repre-
sented in various formats, such as histogram, integer num-
ber and a set of vectors. Second, we use subspace clustering
to appropriately calculate similarities between positiveand
unlabeled examples. Below, we mainly explain points ex-
tended from [7]. Note that, for the simplicity, we denote
positive, negative, reliable negative, additional negative and
unlabeled examples as “p-examples”, “n-examples”, “rn-
examples”, “an-examples” and “u-examples”, respectively.

In the 1st line in Table 1, in order to accurately select rn-
examples, we detect a set of “positive features”PF which
are strongly associated with p-examples. For example, for
the topic “a car moves in the town”, the color feature in the
20th region in Fig. 1 may be selected as a positive feature,
because it characterizes the gray-colored road shown in the
bottom part. And, if a u-example matches with few positive
features, it should be regarded as an rn-example. To detect
positive features, we measure the association of each feature
with p-examples based on similarities among p-examples.
Specifically, for a featuref , we group p-examples into clus-

ters with similar feature values (i.e. histogram, integer num-
ber or set of vectors). Here, depending onf , we use the
similarity measure described in section 3.2. After that, we
count the number of p-examplesnP (f) in the largest clus-
terC(f). Also, by applyingC(f) to u-examples, we count
the number of u-examplesnU (f) included inC(f). Then,
we evaluate how muchf is associated with p-examples as
follows:

H(f) =
nP (f)

maxP

−
nU (f)

maxU

, (3)

wheremaxP andmaxU are the largest value ofnP (f) and
the one ofnU (f) among all features, respectively. They are
used to normalizenP (f) andnU (f). Thus,H(f) becomes
larger if C(f) includes a larger number of p-examples and
a smaller number of u-examples. We regardf as a posi-
tive feature, ifH(f) is larger than the average ofH(j) for
all features. Afterward, in the 2nd line in Table 1, we use
the same ranking-based approach as [7], in order to calcu-
late the similarity between a u-example and the set of p-
examples in terms ofPF . And, we regard the u-example as
an rn-example, if the similarity is smaller than the average
similarity for all u-examples.

In lines from 3th to 9th in Table 1, we regard a set of
rn-examples as the initial set of n-examples. Then, we it-
eratively select an-examples as u-examples which are simi-
lar to already selected n-examples. Since n-examples show
a variety of topics and contain different features, an an-
example is not similar to all n-examples. Let us recall the
above example. Here, an-examples where a person walks
in the mountain are similar only to rn-examples where
the mountain is shown. Considering such a variety of n-
examples, we firstly group n-examples into clusters and cal-
culate the similarity between a u-example and each cluster.
Particularly, because of the high-dimensionality of our shot
representation, we use subspace clustering “PROCLUS”
proposed in [2]. PROCLUS iteratively improvesk clusters
where bad clusters such as the ones with few n-examples are
substituted with new clusters by randomly selecting cluster
centers. In each cluster, if the average similarity among n-
examples for one feature is larger than the statistical expec-
tation, this feature is associated with the cluster. As a result,
the cluster represents a subspace consisting of its associated
features.

Then, for i-th cluster of n-examples, we compute the
centroidCi in the subspace consisting of associated fea-
turesFi. Also, we compute the centroid of p-examplesCP

in the subspace consisting of positive featuresPF . Then,
we examine whether a u-exampleu can be regarded as an
an-example in the following way:

SimFi
(u, Ci) > µi, (4)

SimFi
(u, Ci) − SimPF (u, CP ) > γi, (5)

whereSimFi
(u, Ci) is the similarity betweenu andCi in
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Figure 6. Overview of evaluation results for our submitted r uns.

terms ofFi. Specifically, we calculateSimFi
(u, Ci) as

the average of similarities for all features inFi. Similarly,
SimPF (u, CP ) is calculated as the similarity betweenu
andCP in terms ofPF . Also, µi andγi are respectively
average values of equations (4) and (5) for n-examples in
i-th cluster. Thus,u is selected as an an-example if it is not
only sufficiently similar toi-th cluster, but also much more
similar toi-th cluster than to the set of p-examples. Finally,
as shown in the 7th and 8th lines, we iterate the above an-
example selection until no an-example is selected.

5. Experimental Results

In TRECVID 2009 search task, we submitted the fol-
lowing three runs. InM A N cs24 kobe1 1, we apply
rough set theory to manually selected positive and nega-
tive examples. InM A N cs24 kobe2 2, we apply rough
set theory to manually selected positive examples and
negative examples selected by partially supervised learn-
ing. Here, we regard shots in the development videos as
unlabeled examples. InI A N cs24 kobeS 3, from re-
sults ofM A N cs24 kobe1 1, we select additional pos-
itive and negative examples, and apply rough set the-
ory to all of positive and negative examples. Note that
I A N cs24 kobeS 3 is a supplemental run which violates
the maximum time limit due to the slow search speed.

Fig. 6 shows the overview of the above three sub-

mitted runs. Here, for comparison, we show medians
of all interactive runs (since the number of manually-
assisted runs is only three, we do not use their medi-
ans). As can be seen from Fig. 6,M A N cs24 kobe1 1
andM A N cs24 kobe2 2 which need no user interaction,
achieve comparable performances to medians of interactive
runs. This validates the effectiveness of our method.

Now, by using results ofM A N cs24 kobe1 1, we ex-
amine whether rough set theory can cover a large variation
of features in the same topic. Fig. 7 shows retrieved shots
for 277-th, 285-th and289th topics. As can be seen from
Fig. 7, for the same topic, we can retrieve shots which are
characterized by different backgrounds, different numbers
of persons and different shot sizes. The reason for this is
that rough set theory extracts decision rules which charac-
terize essential semantic contents in a topic. For example,
decision rules for the289th topic characterize a person, ta-
ble and indoor situation. Thus, by combining such decision
rules, we can retrieve various shots of the same topic.

However, the performance of our current method is
far from the satisfactory. Regarding this, one of main
reasons is that numbers of positive and negative ex-
amples are too small to define a topic. Specifically,
on average, we only use15.7 positive and24.2 nega-
tive examples inM A N cs24 kobe1 1. Compared to
M A N cs24 kobe1 1, I A N cs24 kobeS 3 uses more
positive and negative examples and achieves better perfor-
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Figure 7. Shots retrieved by rough set theory
for 277th, 285th and 289th topics.

mances for most topics. So, we conduct an additional ex-
periment to examine the change of performances depending
on numbers of positive and negative examples. Here, due to
the difficulty of selecting many positive examples, we select
positive examples from TRECVID 2008 test videos, where
shots relevant to each topic are marked by NIST. Also, we
select negative examples from TRECVID 2008 test videos.
Then, based on the above positive and negative examples,
we search TRECVID 2009 test videos.

Table 2 shows the result of the above additional exper-
iment. Here, we retrieve285th and286th topics by using
different numbers of positive and negative examples. And,
for each retrieval result, we compute the precision in1000
retrieved shots. As shown in Table 2, although the precision
of 100 positive and100 negative examples for286th topic
is slightly smaller than the one of50 positive and50 nega-
tive examples, using a large number of examples generally
leads to a significant improvement of the retrieval perfor-
mance. Thus, it is one of our important future works how to
efficiently collect a sufficient number of positive and nega-
tive examples.

Table 2. Performances using different num-
bers of positive and negative examples.

# of positives 10 20 50 100

# of negatives 50 50 50 100

285th topic 0.027 0.219 0.317 0.400

286th topic 0 0.001 0.027 0.025

In order to examine the effectiveness of partially super-
vised learning, we conduct a preliminary experiment. Here,
we use TRECVID 2008 development and test videos. And,
we retrieve the following three topics;Topic 1: a person

opens a door,Topic 2:a person talks on the street andTopic
3: a car moves in the town. Table 3 summarizes the result
for the preliminary experiment. As shown in the second col-
umn, partially supervised learningPSL is compared to two
different negative example selection methods,Manual and
Random. In Manual, negative examples are manually se-
lected while they are randomly selected inRandom. For all
of Manual, Random andPSL, as in the third column, we
use the same positive examples for each topic. In addition,
the fourth column shows that in both ofRandom andPSL,
we select the same number of negative examples (i.e.50).
Finally, the fifth column presents precisions in300 retrieved
shots by using different sets of negative examples.

Table 3. Comparison of partially supervised
learning to the other negative example selec-
tion methods.

Method # of pos. # of neg. P@300

Manual 9 16 0.070

Topic 1 Random 9 50 0.087

PSL 9 50 0.070

Manual 11 16 0.087

Topic 2 Random 11 50 0.050

PSL 11 50 0.050

Manual 9 14 0.217

Topic 3 Random 9 50 0.127

PSL 9 50 0.170

As can be seen from Table 3, except forTopic 1,
Manual usually leads to the best performances. Also, we
find that the effectiveness ofPSL depends on the number
of shots relevant to a topic. Specifically, the number of shots
relevant toTopic 3is relatively large while the one toTopic
1 is very small. ForTopic 3, PSL can accurately select
negative examples by analyzing features in shots. On the
other hand,Random wrongly selects some relevant shots
as negative, since it does not analyze any features. But, for
Topic 1, due to the rarity of relevant shots,PSL cannot ap-
propriately select effective negative examples for defining
Topic 1. Compared to this, due to the rarity of relevant shots
and the randomness,Random can select effective negative
examples without selecting relevant shots as negative. Con-
sidering the above result, it seems to be useful to change
negative example selection methods depending on topics.
But, before this conclusion, we need to further explore the
characteristic of partially supervised learning by testing it
on various topics, such as topics in TRECVID 2009.



6. Conclusion and Future Works

In this paper, we introduced a method which defines any
interesting topic from positive and negative examples. Par-
ticularly, to cover a large variation of features in a topic,we
use rough set theory which defines the topic as a union of
subsets. In each subset, some positive examples are cor-
rectly discriminated from all negative examples. Also, con-
sidering the difficulty of selecting effective negative exam-
ples for defining a topic, we use partially supervised learn-
ing to select negative examples from unlabeled examples.
Here, to appropriately calculate similarities among exam-
ples in a high-dimensional feature space, we use subspace
clustering which finds subspaces characterized by differ-
ent sets of features. Evaluation results on TRECVID 2009
video data validate the effectiveness of rough set theory. For
partially supervised learning including subspace clustering,
we need further experiments.

In order to improve the performance of our current
method, we will explore the following three issues. First,
for our method, it is crucial what kind of similarity mea-
sure is used. In order to obtain a similarity measure which
is closely related to human perception, we plan to learn
the similarity measure from pairs of training images (or re-
gions) which are labeled as “similar” or “dissimilar” [4].
Second, all of decision rules extracted by rough set theory
are not useful. For example, for the topic “one or more dogs
walk, run or jump”, many decision rules characterize unim-
portant semantic contents, such as grass in the background.
Thus, for a topic, we aim to examine the usefulness of each
decision rule based on external resources. Especially, we
use images and videos on the Web, which are searched by
words related to the topic. Finally, although topics are in-
dependently retrieved in our current method, we plan to re-
trieve a topic by considering its relation to previously re-
trieved topics. Specifically, for the topic “a car moves in
the town”, we should not retrieve shots which match with
decision rules for unrelated topics, such as “a ship in the
water”, “a person talks indoor” and so on. In order to define
such relations among topics, we aim to organize previously
retrieved topics into a “topic ontology”.
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